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Automotive Systems Engineering Markus Maurer 2013-05-22 This book reflects the shift in design paradigm in
automobile industry. It presents future innovations, often referred as “automotive systems engineering”. These
cause fundamental innovations in the field of driver assistance systems and electro-mobility as well as fundamental
changes in the architecture of the vehicles. New driving functionalities can only be realized if the software programs
of multiple electronic control units work together correctly. This volume presents the new and innovative methods

which are mandatory to master the complexity of the vehicle of the future.
Handbook of Research Methodology 9781545703403 This comprehensive Handbook is aimed at both academic
researchers and practitioners in the field of research. The book's 8 chapters, provide in-depth coverage of research
methods based on the revised syllabus of various universities especially considering the students of under
graduate, post graduate and doctorate level. This book is a product of extensive literature survey made by the
authors. The authors have made sincere efforts to write the book in simple language. The book comprises all the
aspects according to new syllabus of PCI and APJ Abdul Kalam Technical University, Lucknow. Though this book is
intended for the use of pharmacy students of any level yet it can also be useful to students of applied fields and
medical students. The book deals with interdisciplinary fields such as finding research problems, writing research
proposals, obtaining funds for research, selecting research designs, searching the literature and review, collection
of data and analysis, preparation of thesis, writing research papers for journals, citation and listing of references,
preparation of visual materials, oral and poster presentation in conferences, minutes of meetings, and ethical issues
in research. At the end of every chapter and book some questions related to chapter have been mentioned for the
support of students to understand the subject. Valuable suggestions for the improvement of this book are most
welcome.
Digital Image Processing D. Sundararajan 2017-10-12 This book offers readers an essential introduction to the
fundamentals of digital image processing. Pursuing a signal processing and algorithmic approach, it makes the
fundamentals of digital image processing accessible and easy to learn. It is written in a clear and concise manner
with a large number of 4 x 4 and 8 x 8 examples, figures and detailed explanations. Each concept is developed from
the basic principles and described in detail with equal emphasis on theory and practice. The book is accompanied
by a companion website that provides several MATLAB programs for the implementation of image processing
algorithms. The book also offers comprehensive coverage of the following topics: Enhancement, Transform
processing, Restoration, Registration, Reconstruction from projections, Morphological image processing, Edge
detection, Object representation and classification, Compression, and Color processing.
Introduction to Information Retrieval Christopher D. Manning 2008-07-07 Class-tested and coherent, this textbook
teaches classical and web information retrieval, including web search and the related areas of text classification and
text clustering from basic concepts. It gives an up-to-date treatment of all aspects of the design and implementation

of systems for gathering, indexing, and searching documents; methods for evaluating systems; and an introduction
to the use of machine learning methods on text collections. All the important ideas are explained using examples
and figures, making it perfect for introductory courses in information retrieval for advanced undergraduates and
graduate students in computer science. Based on feedback from extensive classroom experience, the book has
been carefully structured in order to make teaching more natural and effective. Slides and additional exercises (with
solutions for lecturers) are also available through the book's supporting website to help course instructors prepare
their lectures.
Applications of Remote Sensing/ GIS in Water Resources and Flooding Risk Managements Hongjie Xie 2018-08-21
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Applications of Remote Sensing/GIS in Water Resources and
Flooding Risk Managements" that was published in Water
Physics for Scientists and Engineers Paul A. Tipler 2007-05-01 The Sixth Edition of Physics for Scientists and
Engineers offers a completely integrated text and media solution that will help students learn most effectively and
will enable professors to customize their classrooms so that they teach most efficiently. The text includes a new
strategic problem-solving approach, an integrated Math Tutorial, and new tools to improve conceptual
understanding. To simplify the review and use of the text, Physics for Scientists and Engineers is available in these
versions: Volume 1 Mechanics/Oscillations and Waves/Thermodynamics (Chapters 1-20, R) 1-4292-0132-0 Volume
2 Electricity and Magnetism/Light (Chapters 21-33) 1-4292-0133-9 Volume 3 Elementary Modern Physics (Chapters
34-41) 1-4292-0134-7 Standard Version (Chapters 1-33, R) 1-4292-0124-X Extended Version (Chapters 1-41, R) 07167-8964-7
Professional C++ Nicholas A. Solter 2005-01-21 Geared to experienced C++ developers who may not be familiar
with the more advanced features of the language, and therefore are not using it to its full capabilities Teaches
programmers how to think in C++-that is, how to design effective solutions that maximize the power of the language
The authors drill down into this notoriously complex language, explaining poorly understood elements of the C++
feature set as well as common pitfalls to avoid Contains several in-depth case studies with working code that's been
tested on Windows, Linux, and Solaris platforms
Control System Engineering Uday A. Bakshi 2020-11-01 The book is written for an undergraduate course on the
Feedback Control Systems. It provides comprehensive explanation of theory and practice of control system

engineering. It elaborates various aspects of time domain and frequency domain analysis and design of control
systems. Each chapter starts with the background of the topic. Then it gives the conceptual knowledge about the
topic dividing it in various sections and subsections. Each chapter provides the detailed explanation of the topic,
practical examples and variety of solved problems. The explanations are given using very simple and lucid
language. All the chapters are arranged in a specific sequence which helps to build the understanding of the subject
in a logical fashion. The book starts with explaining the various types of control systems. Then it explains how to
obtain the mathematical models of various types of systems such as electrical, mechanical, thermal and liquid level
systems. Then the book includes good coverage of the block diagram and signal flow graph methods of
representing the various systems and the reduction methods to obtain simple system from the analysis point of
view. The book further illustrates the steady state and transient analysis of control systems. The book covers the
fundamental knowledge of controllers used in practice to optimize the performance of the systems. The book
emphasizes the detailed analysis of second order systems as these systems are common in practice and higher
order systems can be approximated as second order systems. The book teaches the concept of stability and time
domain stability analysis using Routh-Hurwitz method and root locus method. It further explains the fundamentals of
frequency domain analysis of the systems including co-relation between time domain and frequency domain. The
book gives very simple techniques for stability analysis of the systems in the frequency domain, using Bode plot,
Polar plot and Nyquist plot methods. It also explores the concepts of compensation and design of the control
systems in time domain and frequency domain. The classical approach loses the importance of initial conditions in
the systems. Thus, the book provides the detailed explanation of modern approach of analysis which is the state
variable analysis of the systems including methods of finding the state transition matrix, solution of state equation
and the concepts of controllability and observability. The variety of solved examples is the feature of this book which
helps to inculcate the knowledge of the design and analysis of the control systems in the students. The book
explains the philosophy of the subject which makes the understanding of the concepts very clear and makes the
subject more interesting.
Electronic Devices And Circuits J. B. Gupta 2009
Air Pollution Control Engineering Noel de Nevers 2010-05-07 Air pollution control can be approached from a
number of different engineering disciplines environmental, chemical, civil, and mechanical. To that end, Noel de

Nevers has written an engaging overview of the subject. While based on the fundamentals of chemical engineering,
the treatment is accessible to readers with only one year of college chemistry. In addition to discussions of
individual air pollutants and the theory and practice of air pollution control devices, de Nevers devotes about half the
book to topics that influence device selection and design, such as atmospheric models and U.S. air pollution law.
The generous number of end-of-chapter problems are designed to develop more complex thinking about the
concepts presented and integrate them with readers personal experienceincreasing the likelihood of deeper
understanding.
The Civil Engineering Handbook W.F. Chen 2002-08-29 First published in 1995, the award-winning Civil
Engineering Handbook soon became known as the field's definitive reference. To retain its standing as a complete,
authoritative resource, the editors have incorporated into this edition the many changes in techniques, tools, and
materials that over the last seven years have found their way into civil engineering research and practice. The Civil
Engineering Handbook, Second Edition is more comprehensive than ever. You'll find new, updated, and expanded
coverage in every section. In fact, more than 1/3 of the handbook is new or substantially revised. In particular you'll
find increased focus on computing reflecting the rapid advances in computer technology that has revolutionized
many aspects of civil engineering. You'll use it as a survey of the field, you'll use it to explore a particular subject,
but most of all you'll use The Civil Engineering Handbook to answer the problems, questions, and conundrums you
encounter in practice.
Understanding Engineering Mathematics John Bird 2013-11-20 Studying engineering, whether it is mechanical,
electrical or civil relies heavily on an understanding of mathematics. This new textbook clearly demonstrates the
relevance of mathematical principles and shows how to apply them to solve real-life engineering problems. It
deliberately starts at an elementary level so that students who are starting from a low knowledge base will be able
to quickly get up to the level required. Students who have not studied mathematics for some time will find this an
excellent refresher. Each chapter starts with the basics before gently increasing in complexity. A full outline of
essential definitions, formulae, laws and procedures are introduced before real world situations, practicals and
problem solving demonstrate how the theory is applied. Focusing on learning through practice, it contains
examples, supported by 1,600 worked problems and 3,000 further problems contained within exercises throughout
the text. In addition, 34 revision tests are included at regular intervals. An interactive companion website is also

provided containing 2,750 further problems with worked solutions and instructor materials
Data Structures and Algorithms in Java Michael T. Goodrich 2014-01-28 The design and analysis of efficient data
structures has long been recognized as a key component of the Computer Science curriculum. Goodrich, Tomassia
and Goldwasser's approach to this classic topic is based on the object-oriented paradigm as the framework of
choice for the design of data structures. For each ADT presented in the text, the authors provide an associated Java
interface. Concrete data structures realizing the ADTs are provided as Java classes implementing the interfaces.
The Java code implementing fundamental data structures in this book is organized in a single Java package,
net.datastructures. This package forms a coherent library of data structures and algorithms in Java specifically
designed for educational purposes in a way that is complimentary with the Java Collections Framework.
Power Quality in Electrical Systems Alexander Kusko 2007-04-22 Identify and Solve Key Electric-Power-Quality
Problems and Ensure Reliable Power Delivery to All Customers Power Quality in Electrical Systems equips you with
the latest engineering techniques for providing power quality to all customers, and includes vital information on
manufacturing, data processing, and healthcare facilities. Based on an IEEE Professional Education course, the
book is a practice-oriented engineering tutorial for solving key electric-power-quality problems. This skills-building
resource is designed to improve job performance by taking you step-by-step through voltage distortion...harmonic
current sources...power capacitors...corrections for power-quality problems ...switched-mode power
supplies...uninterruptible power supplies...standby power systems...power-quality measurements...and more. Filled
with 100 detailed illustrations, Power Quality in Electrical Systems enables you to: Spot and correct key electricpower-quality problems Achieve full compliance with IEEE standards Examine switched-mode power supplies,
rectifiers, and other loads that produce interference Catch up on the latest standby power systems Get vital
information on power quality for manufacturing, data processing, and healthcare facilities Explore power-quality
case studies with problems and worked solutions Inside This Comprehensive Power-Quality Guide • Power-quality
standards • Voltage distortion • Harmonics • Harmonic current sources • Power harmonic filters • Switched-mode
power supplies • Corrections for power-quality problems • Uninterruptible power supplies • Power-quality events •
Standby power systems • Power-quality measurements
Applied Thermodynamics Onkar Singh 2006 This Book Presents A Systematic Account Of The Concepts And
Principles Of Engineering Thermodynamics And The Concepts And Practices Of Thermal Engineering. The Book

Covers Basic Course Of Engineering Thermodynamics And Also Deals With The Advanced Course Of Thermal
Engineering. This Book Will Meet The Requirements Of The Undergraduate Students Of Engineering And
Technology Undertaking The Compulsory Course Of Engineering Thermodynamics. The Subject Matter Of Book Is
Sufficient For The Students Of Mechanical Engineering/Industrial-Production Engineering, Aeronautical
Engineering, Undertaking Advanced Courses In The Name Of Thermal Engineering/Heat Engineering/ Applied
Thermodynamics Etc. Presentation Of The Subject Matter Has Been Made In Very Simple And Understandable
Language. The Book Is Written In Si System Of Units And Each Chapter Has Been Provided With Sufficient
Number Of Typical Numerical Problems Of Solved And Unsolved Questions With Answers.
Solid Waste Technology and Management, 2 Volume Set Thomas Christensen 2011-08-02 The collection,
transportation and subsequent processing of waste materials is a vast field of study which incorporates technical,
social, legal, economic, environmental and regulatory issues. Common waste management practices include
landfilling, biological treatment, incineration, and recycling – all boasting advantages and disadvantages. Waste
management has changed significantly over the past ten years, with an increased focus on integrated waste
management and life-cycle assessment (LCA), with the aim of reducing the reliance on landfill with its obvious
environmental concerns in favour of greener solutions. With contributions from more than seventy internationally
known experts presented in two volumes and backed by the International Waste Working Group and the
International Solid Waste Association, detailed chapters cover: Waste Generation and Characterization Life Cycle
Assessment of Waste Management Systems Waste Minimization Material Recycling Waste Collection Mechanical
Treatment and Separation Thermal Treatment Biological Treatment Landfilling Special and Hazardous Waste Solid
Waste Technology & Management is a balanced and detailed account of all aspects of municipal solid waste
management, treatment and disposal, covering both engineering and management aspects with an overarching
emphasis on the life-cycle approach.
A Text Book of Automobile Engineering R. K. Rajput 2008
Dynamics of Machinery Hans Dresig 2010-07-27 Dynamic loads and undesired oscillations increase with higher
speed of machines. At the same time, industrial safety standards require better vibration reduction. This book
covers model generation, parameter identification, balancing of mechanisms, torsional and bending vibrations,
vibration isolation, and the dynamic behavior of drives and machine frames as complex systems. Typical dynamic

effects, such as the gyroscopic effect, damping and absorption, shocks, resonances of higher order, nonlinear and
self-excited vibrations are explained using practical examples. These include manipulators, flywheels, gears,
mechanisms, motors, rotors, hammers, block foundations, presses, high speed spindles, cranes, and belts. Various
design features, which influence the dynamic behavior, are described. The book includes 60 exercises with detailed
solutions. The substantial benefit of this "Dynamics of Machinery" lies in the combination of theory and practical
applications and the numerous descriptive examples based on real-world data. The book addresses graduate
students as well as engineers.
Information and Communication Technologies and Real-Life Learning Tom J. van Weert 2006-01-28 Information
and Communication Technologies in Real-Life Learning presents the results of an International Federation for
Information Processing (IFIP) working conference held December 2004 in Melbourne, Australia. The working
conference was organized by IFIP Working Group 3.2 (Informatics and ICT in Higher Education) and IFIP Working
Group 3.4 (Professional and Vocational Education in Information Technology). The papers in this book present a
cross-section of issues in real-life learning in which Information and Communication Technology (ICT) plays an
important role. Some of the issues covered include: education models for real-life learning enabled by ICT; effective
organization of a real-life learning environment; the changing role of the student; the changing role of educational
institutions and their relationship with business and industry; the changing role of teachers and their use of ICT; and
managment of ICT-rich education change.
Programming .NET Components Juval Lowy 2005-07-27 'Programming .NET Components', second edition,
updated to cover .NET 2.0., introduces the Microsoft .NET Framework for building components on Windows
platforms. From its many lessons, tips, and guidelines, readers will learn how to use the .NET Framework to
program reusable, maintainable, and robust components.
Mechatronic Systems Clarence W. de Silva 2007-10-17 Mechatronics has emerged as its own discipline over the
past decade, yet no reference has lived up to the demands of being a working guide for designing and implementing
the new generation of mechatronic systems. Uniting an international team of leading experts, Mechatronic Systems:
Devices, Design, Control, Operation and Monitoring rises to the ch
Power Electronics : Devices and Circuits V. Jagannathan (Prof.) 2011
High Voltage Engineering Farouk A.M. Rizk 2018-09-03 Inspired by a new revival of worldwide interest in extra-high-

voltage (EHV) and ultra-high-voltage (UHV) transmission, High Voltage Engineering merges the latest research with
the extensive experience of the best in the field to deliver a comprehensive treatment of electrical insulation
systems for the next generation of utility engineers and electric power professionals. The book offers extensive
coverage of the physical basis of high-voltage engineering, from insulation stress and strength to lightning
attachment and protection and beyond. Presenting information critical to the design, selection, testing, maintenance,
and operation of a myriad of high-voltage power equipment, this must-have text: Discusses power system
overvoltages, electric field calculation, and statistical analysis of ionization and breakdown phenomena essential for
proper planning and interpretation of high-voltage tests Considers the breakdown of gases (SF6), liquids (insulating
oil), solids, and composite materials, as well as the breakdown characteristics of long air gaps Describes insulation
systems currently used in high-voltage engineering, including air insulation and insulators in overhead power
transmission lines, gas-insulated substation (GIS) and cables, oil-paper insulation in power transformers, paper-oil
insulation in high-voltage cables, and polymer insulation in cables Examines contemporary practices in insulation
coordination in association with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) definition and the latest
standards Explores high-voltage testing and measuring techniques, from generation of test voltages to digital
measuring methods With an emphasis on handling practical situations encountered in the operation of high-voltage
power equipment, High Voltage Engineering provides readers with a detailed, real-world understanding of electrical
insulation systems, including the various factors affecting—and the actual means of evaluating—insulation
performance and their application in the establishment of technical specifications.
Thermal Engineering R.K. Rajput 2005
Understanding Digital Marketing Damian Ryan 2012-03-03 Digital marketing now represents 25% of the marketing
spend in the UK and this is predicted to move to 50% or higher within the next three years. Understanding Digital
Marketing looks at the world of digital marketing: how it got started, how it got to where it is today, and where the
thought leaders in the industry believe it is headed in the future. This authoritative title demonstrates how to harness
the power of digital media and use it to achieve the utmost success in business, now and in the
future.Understanding Digital Marketing deals with every key topic in detail, including:search marketing,social media,
Google, mobile marketing, affiliate marketing, e-mail marketing, customer engagement and digital marketing
strategies. Essential reading for both practitioners and students alike, and including real-world examples of digital

marketing successes and expert opinions, Understanding Digital Marketing provides you with tools to utilize the
power of the internet to take your company wherever you want it to go.
Beginning C++ Programming Richard Grimes 2017-04-24 Modern C++ at your fingertips! About This Book This
book gets you started with the exciting world of C++ programming It will enable you to write C++ code that uses the
standard library, has a level of object orientation, and uses memory in a safe and effective way It forms the basis of
programming and covers concepts such as data structures and the core programming language Who This Book Is
For A computer, an internet connection, and the desire to learn how to code in C++ is all you need to get started
with this book. What You Will Learn Get familiar with the structure of C++ projects Identify the main structures in the
language: functions and classes Feel confident about being able to identify the execution flow through the code Be
aware of the facilities of the standard library Gain insights into the basic concepts of object orientation Know how to
debug your programs Get acquainted with the standard C++ library In Detail C++ has come a long way and is now
adopted in several contexts. Its key strengths are its software infrastructure and resource-constrained applications,
including desktop applications, servers, and performance-critical applications, not to forget its importance in game
programming. Despite its strengths in these areas, beginners usually tend to shy away from learning the language
because of its steep learning curve. The main mission of this book is to make you familiar and comfortable with
C++. You will finish the book not only being able to write your own code, but more importantly, you will be able to
read other projects. It is only by being able to read others' code that you will progress from a beginner to an
advanced programmer. This book is the first step in that progression. The first task is to familiarize you with the
structure of C++ projects so you will know how to start reading a project. Next, you will be able to identify the main
structures in the language, functions, and classes, and feel confident being able to identify the execution flow
through the code. You will then become aware of the facilities of the standard library and be able to determine
whether you need to write a routine yourself, or use an existing routine in the standard library. Throughout the book,
there is a big emphasis on memory and pointers. You will understand memory usage, allocation, and access, and
be able to write code that does not leak memory. Finally, you will learn about C++ classes and get an introduction to
object orientation and polymorphism. Style and approach This straightforward tutorial will help you build strong skills
in C++ programming, be it for enterprise software or for low-latency applications such as games or embedded

programming. Filled with examples, this book will take you gradually up the steep learning curve of C++.
Theory of Machines RS Khurmi | JK Gupta 2008 While writing the book,we have continuously kept in mind the
examination requirments of the students preparing for U.P.S.C.(Engg. Services)and A.M.I.E.(I)examinations.In
order to make this volume more useful for them,complete solutions of their examination papers up to 1975 have
also been included.Every care has been taken to make this treatise as self-explanatory as possible.The subject
matter has been amply illustrated by incorporating a good number of solved,unsolved and well graded examples of
almost every variety.
Design of Machine Elements - II Anup Goel 2021-01-01 The term design means to plan for the construction of an
object or the formulation of a plan for the satisfaction of need. The term machine design deals with the design of
machines, their mechanisms and elements. Design of Machine Element (DME) may be defined as the selection of
material and the dimensions for each geometrical parameter so that the element satisfies its function and
undesirable effects are kept within the allowable limit. Machine elements are basic mechanical parts and features
used as the building blocks of most machines. This book provides a systematic exposition of the basic concepts and
techniques involved in design of machine elements. This book covers design of important elements such as gears,
bearings and belt drives. Our hope is that this book, through its careful explanations of concepts, practical examples
and figures bridges the gap between knowledge and proper application of that knowledge.
Electric Motors and Drives Austin Hughes 2013-10-22 Written for non-specialist users of electric motors and drives,
this book explains how electric drives work and compares the performance of the main systems, with many
examples of applications. The author's approach - using a minimum of mathematics - has made this book equally
popular as an outline for professionals and an introductory student text. * First edition (1990) has sold over 6000
copies. Drives and Controls on the first edition: 'This book is very readable, up-to-date and should be extremely
useful to both users and o.e.m. designers. I unhesitatingly recommend it to any busy engineer who needs to make
informed judgements about selecting the right drive system.' New features of the second edition: * New section on
the cycloconverter drive. * More on switched relectance motor drives. * More on vector-controlled induction motor
drives. * More on power switching devices. * New 'question and answer' sections on common problems and
misconceptions. * Updating throughout. Electric Motors and Drives is for non-specialist users of electric motors and
drives. It fills the gap between specialist textbooks (which are pitched at a level which is too academic for the

average user) and the more prosaic 'handbooks' which are filled with useful detail but provide little opportunity for
the development of any real insight or understanding. The book explores most of the widely-used modern types of
motor and drive, including conventional and brushless d.c., induction motors (mains and inverter-fed), stepping
motors, synchronous motors (mains and converter-fed) and reluctance motors.
JavaScript for Impatient Programmers Axel Rauschmayer 2019-08-30 This book makes JavaScript less challenging
to learn for newcomers, by offering a modern view that is as consistent as possible. Highlights: Get started quickly,
by initially focusing on modern features. Test-driven exercises and quizzes available for most chapters (sold
separately). Covers all essential features of JavaScript, up to and including ES2019. Optional advanced sections let
you dig deeper. No prior knowledge of JavaScript is required, but you should know how to program.
Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C# Svetlin Nakov 2013-09-01 The free book "Fundamentals of
Computer Programming with C#" is a comprehensive computer programming tutorial that teaches programming,
logical thinking, data structures and algorithms, problem solving and high quality code with lots of examples in C#. It
starts with the first steps in programming and software development like variables, data types, conditional
statements, loops and arrays and continues with other basic topics like methods, numeral systems, strings and
string processing, exceptions, classes and objects. After the basics this fundamental programming book enters into
more advanced programming topics like recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hash-tables and graphs), highquality code, unit testing and refactoring, object-oriented principles (inheritance, abstraction, encapsulation and
polymorphism) and their implementation the C# language. It also covers fundamental topics that each good
developer should know like algorithm design, complexity of algorithms and problem solving. The book uses C#
language and Visual Studio to illustrate the programming concepts and explains some C# / .NET specific
technologies like lambda expressions, extension methods and LINQ. The book is written by a team of developers
lead by Svetlin Nakov who has 20+ years practical software development experience. It teaches the major
programming concepts and way of thinking needed to become a good software engineer and the C# language in
the meantime. It is a great start for anyone who wants to become a skillful software engineer. The books does not
teach technologies like databases, mobile and web development, but shows the true way to master the basics of
programming regardless of the languages, technologies and tools. It is good for beginners and intermediate
developers who want to put a solid base for a successful career in the software engineering industry. The book is

accompanied by free video lessons, presentation slides and mind maps, as well as hundreds of exercises and live
examples. Download the free C# programming book, videos, presentations and other resources from
http://introprogramming.info. Title: Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C# (The Bulgarian C#
Programming Book) ISBN: 9789544007737 ISBN-13: 978-954-400-773-7 (9789544007737) ISBN-10: 954-400-7733 (9544007733) Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132 Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013 Publisher:
Faber Publishing, Bulgaria Web site: http://www.introprogramming.info License: CC-Attribution-Share-Alike Tags:
free, programming, book, computer programming, programming fundamentals, ebook, book programming, C#,
CSharp, C# book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming concepts, programming fundamentals, compiler, Visual Studio,
.NET, .NET Framework, data types, variables, expressions, statements, console, conditional statements, controlflow logic, loops, arrays, numeral systems, methods, strings, text processing, StringBuilder, exceptions, exception
handling, stack trace, streams, files, text files, linear data structures, list, linked list, stack, queue, tree, balanced
tree, graph, depth-first search, DFS, breadth-first search, BFS, dictionaries, hash tables, associative arrays, sets,
algorithms, sorting algorithm, searching algorithms, recursion, combinatorial algorithms, algorithm complexity, OOP,
object-oriented programming, classes, objects, constructors, fields, properties, static members, abstraction,
interfaces, encapsulation, inheritance, virtual methods, polymorphism, cohesion, coupling, enumerations, generics,
namespaces, UML, design patterns, extension methods, anonymous types, lambda expressions, LINQ, code
quality, high-quality code, high-quality classes, high-quality methods, code formatting, self-documenting code, code
refactoring, problem solving, problem solving methodology, 9789544007737, 9544007733
Electromagnetic Field Theory Uday A. Bakshi 2020-11-01 The comprehensive study of electric, magnetic and
combined fields is nothing but electromagnetic engineering. Along with electronics, electromagnetics plays an
important role in other branches. The book is structured to cover the key aspects of the course Electromagnetic
Field Theory for undergraduate students. The knowledge of vector analysis is the base of electromagnetic
engineering. Hence book starts with the discussion of vector analysis. Then it introduces the basic concepts of
electrostatics such as Coulomb's law, electric field intensity due to various charge distributions, electric flux, electric
flux density, Gauss's law, divergence and divergence theorem. The book continues to explain the concept of
elementary work done, conservative property, electric potential and potential difference and the energy in the
electrostatic fields. The detailed discussion of current density, continuity equation, boundary conditions and various

types of capacitors is also included in the book. The book provides the discussion of Poisson's and Laplace's
equations and their use in variety of practical applications. The chapter on magnetostatics incorporates the
explanation of Biot-Savart's law, Ampere's circuital law and its applications, concept of curl, Stoke's theorem, scalar
and vector magnetic potentials. The book also includes the concept of force on a moving charge, force on
differential current element and magnetic boundary conditions. The book covers all the details of Faraday's laws,
time varying fields, Maxwell's equations and Poynting theorem. Finally, the book provides the detailed study of
uniform plane waves including their propagation in free space, perfect dielectrics, lossy dielectrics and good
conductors. The book uses plain, lucid language to explain each topic. The book provides the logical method of
explaining the various complicated topics and stepwise methods to make the understanding easy. The variety of
solved examples is the feature of this book which helps to inculcate the knowledge of the electromagnetics in the
students. Each chapter is well supported with necessary illustrations and self-explanatory diagrams. The book
explains the philosophy of the subject which makes the understanding of the concepts very clear and makes the
subject more interesting.
Events Marketing Management Ivna Reic 2016-09-19 This textbook provides students with an essential introduction
to the theoretical underpinnings and practicalities of managing the marketing of events. In order to market events
effectively, it is vital to consider marketing of events from the organiser’s perspective and to link it to that of the
consumers attending events. As such, this is the first book on the topic which reflects the unique characteristics of
marketing in the Events industry by exploring both sides of the marketing coin – the supply and the demand – in the
specific context of events. The book takes the reader from core marketing mix principles to exploring the event
marketing landscape to consumer experience and involvement with event marketing and finally strategies and
tactics employed to manage the marketing activities related to events. The use of technology, importance of
sponsorship and PR are also considered. International case studies are integrated throughout to show practical
realities of marketing and managing events and a range of useful learning aids are incorporated to aid navigation
throughout the book, spur critical thinking and further students’ knowledge. This accessible and comprehensive
account of Events Marketing and Management is essential reading for all students and future managers.
All of Statistics Larry Wasserman 2013-12-11 Taken literally, the title "All of Statistics" is an exaggeration. But in
spirit, the title is apt, as the book does cover a much broader range of topics than a typical introductory book on

mathematical statistics. This book is for people who want to learn probability and statistics quickly. It is suitable for
graduate or advanced undergraduate students in computer science, mathematics, statistics, and related disciplines.
The book includes modern topics like non-parametric curve estimation, bootstrapping, and classification, topics that
are usually relegated to follow-up courses. The reader is presumed to know calculus and a little linear algebra. No
previous knowledge of probability and statistics is required. Statistics, data mining, and machine learning are all
concerned with collecting and analysing data.
Business Data Science: Combining Machine Learning and Economics to Optimize, Automate, and Accelerate
Business Decisions Matt Taddy 2019-08-23 Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not
guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.
Use machine learning to understand your customers, frame decisions, and drive value The business analytics world
has changed, and Data Scientists are taking over. Business Data Science takes you through the steps of using
machine learning to implement best-in-class business data science. Whether you are a business leader with a
desire to go deep on data, or an engineer who wants to learn how to apply Machine Learning to business problems,
you’ll find the information, insight, and tools you need to flourish in today’s data-driven economy. You’ll learn how to:
•Use the key building blocks of Machine Learning: sparse regularization, out-of-sample validation, and latent factor
and topic modeling•Understand how use ML tools in real world business problems, where causation matters more
that correlation•Solve data science programs by scripting in the R programming language Today’s business
landscape is driven by data and constantly shifting. Companies live and die on their ability to make and implement
the right decisions quickly and effectively. Business Data Science is about doing data science right. It’s about the
exciting things being done around Big Data to run a flourishing business. It’s about the precepts, principals, and
best practices that you need know for best-in-class business data science.
Unposted Letter (English) Mahatria Ra ‘Unposted Letters’ by Mahtria Ra is one of those books that aims to
transcend all religions and castes, and touch the core of the readers in a profound way irrespective of their social
position, status and the likes. ‘Unposted Letters’ is a spiritual and inspirational book that urges the readers to find
happiness in every small things and feel the presence of God Almighty everywhere. By illustrating the simple with
the powerful, this is a book that deals with knowledge and enlightenment and talks about Life as it is, about how it
should be led that is bereft of any jealousy and wrath. Published by Manjul Publishing House, this book is available

in hardcover.
Digital Electronics Anil K. Maini 2007-09-27 The fundamentals and implementation of digital electronics are
essential to understanding the design and working of consumer/industrial electronics, communications, embedded
systems, computers, security and military equipment. Devices used in applications such as these are constantly
decreasing in size and employing more complex technology. It is therefore essential for engineers and students to
understand the fundamentals, implementation and application principles of digital electronics, devices and
integrated circuits. This is so that they can use the most appropriate and effective technique to suit their technical
need. This book provides practical and comprehensive coverage of digital electronics, bringing together information
on fundamental theory, operational aspects and potential applications. With worked problems, examples, and
review questions for each chapter, Digital Electronics includes: information on number systems, binary codes, digital
arithmetic, logic gates and families, and Boolean algebra; an in-depth look at multiplexers, de-multiplexers, devices
for arithmetic operations, flip-flops and related devices, counters and registers, and data conversion circuits; up-todate coverage of recent application fields, such as programmable logic devices, microprocessors, microcontrollers,
digital troubleshooting and digital instrumentation. A comprehensive, must-read book on digital electronics for senior
undergraduate and graduate students of electrical, electronics and computer engineering, and a valuable reference
book for professionals and researchers.
A Textbook of Applied Electronics RS Sedha 2008-02 The present book has been throughly revised and lot of
useful material has been added .saveral photographs of electronic devices and their specifications sheets have
been included.This will help the students to have a better understanding of the electrinic devices and circuits from
application point of view.the mistake and misprints,which has crept in,have been eliminated in this edition.
Software-Defined Radio for Engineers Alexander M. Wyglinski 2018-04-30 Based on the popular Artech House
classic, Digital Communication Systems Engineering with Software-Defined Radio, this book provides a practical
approach to quickly learning the software-defined radio (SDR) concepts needed for work in the field. This up-to-date
volume guides readers on how to quickly prototype wireless designs using SDR for real-world testing and
experimentation. This book explores advanced wireless communication techniques such as OFDM, LTE, WLA, and
hardware targeting. Readers will gain an understanding of the core concepts behind wireless hardware, such as the
radio frequency front-end, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters, as well as various processing

technologies. Moreover, this volume includes chapters on timing estimation, matched filtering, frame
synchronization message decoding, and source coding. The orthogonal frequency division multiplexing is explained
and details about HDL code generation and deployment are provided. The book concludes with coverage of the
WLAN toolbox with OFDM beacon reception and the LTE toolbox with downlink reception. Multiple case studies are
provided throughout the book. Both MATLAB and Simulink source code are included to assist readers with their
projects in the field.
Audio Signal Processing 2017-03-15 Audio signal processing is a highly active research field where digital signal
processing theory meets human sound perception and real-time programming requirements. It has a wide range of
applications in computers, gaming, and music technology, to name a few of the largest areas. Successful
applications include, for example, perceptual audio coding, digital music synthesizers, and music recognition
software. The fact that music is now often listened to using headphones from a mobile device leads to new
problems related to background noise control and signal enhancement. Developments in processor technology,
such as parallel computing, are changing the way signal-processing algorithms are designed for audio. Topics
covered, but were not limited to, the following areas: - Audio signal analysis - Music information retrieval Enhancement and restoration of audio - Audio equalization and filtering - Audio effects processing - Sound
synthesis and modeling - Audio coding - Sound capture and noise control - Sound source separation - Room
acoustics and spatial audio - Signal processing for headphones and loudspeakers - High-performance computing in
audio
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